Stop Repeated Harassing Coral Street Raids

Stealing Survival Gear exhausts unsheltered

++ Still no reliable shelter/survival options at Phil Kramer’s Coral St. Complex. Stop police theft.
++ Mayor Keeley continues to greenlight endless whack-a-mole raids townside. Tell him ‘No!’
++ Massive funding is diverted from needed basic decent outside survival services. Where is it?
++ Little or no improvement on the horizon for vehicular residents. Stop the bullshit excuses.
++ Form homeless & housed survival/community support groups to resist the new brutal “normal”.
++ City Mangler Matt Huffaker: Stop Funding Police Sweeps & driving out the poor.
++ Contact Laura (245-0956) with video, audio, & reports of police bullying and theft

Restore community and sanity at home with active resistance

End the WARS AGAINST THE POOR AT HOME & ABROAD!

Stop Funding Israeli Bombing

Organize to Fight Back

Refugees unite against Wars on the Poor

++ Demand City, State and Federal agencies divest locally from anti-homeless police raids and
nationally from Israel’s unending massacre of civilians Israeli and Palestinian.
++ Local homeless “Shelters” are inadequate, restrictive, & lead back to the street.
++ For most the local “pathway to housing” is a myth; community survival the priority.
++ SCPD’s Camping Standards and Services Law (MC 6.36) like the Israeli Gaza invasion is creates &
terrorizes homeless refugees—an ongoing threat to their health and safety.
++ Stop creating local refugees and shaming all of us. End homeless deportations

Support Direct Action to Mobilize for Restored Rights

NO MORE KILLING IN GAZA; END THE CRUELTY AT HOME

Suspend the Sleeping Ban